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More than 1 million
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Remote Monitoring: 
Transmission of ICD/pacemaker data
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Technicians’ & physicians’ needs
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Support for prioritisation (Tecnicians)  
• Pritoritisation (5 min)  
• Prepare handover to physician 

Support for decision-making (Physicians)
• Reaching a decision (20 min)
• Information overload

Andersen, T. O. et al. (2019). Unpacking telemonitoring work: Workload and telephone calls to patients in implanted cardiac device care.
International journal of medical informatics, 129, 381-387.



ICD/Pacemaker remote monitoring
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6.000 clinics world wide
4M patients with ICD/pacemaker

Typical large clinic
• 3.000 patients 
• 14.000 transmissions per year
• 40% require clinical decision-making* 

*Ricci, R. et al. (2014). Manpower and Outpatient Clinic Workload for Remote Monitoring of Patients with Cardiac Implantable Electronic Devices. 
Journal of cardiovascular electrophysiology, 25(11), 1216-1223.
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Support clinical decisions: 

What if we could predict the 
risk of arhythmias in the near 
future?



4 day risk prediction using ICD data?
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It works!

But, too many false positives in 
clinical practice



AI/ML in health works (in the lab)
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“The Last Mile”: Where AI Meets Reality
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Coiera, E. (2019). The last mile: where artificial intelligence meets reality. Journal of medical Internet research, 21(11), e16323.



Google Brain: AI-tool in the wild
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Predicting Diabetic Retinopathy 
Deep-learning tool tested in 11 clinics in Thailand

Socio-technical challenges with AI-tool in real life
• Busy screening procedures 
• Poor lightning conditions resulted in poor predictions
• Internet speed: 60-90 seconds to upload
• Accuracy and patient burden: 50% opt out because of 

referral to other clinic (not all patients have cars)

Beede, E. et al. (2020). A Human-Centered Evaluation of a Deep Learning System Deployed in Clinics for the Detection of Diabetic Retinopathy. 
In Proceedings of the 2020 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (pp. 1-12).al of medical informatics, 129, 381-387.
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AI-tool 
1251 patients (2015-2019)
11921 transmissions, 74,149 arrhythmia episodes
Random forest & LIME XAI
Tested on 2,342 of the 11,921 transmissions
Accuracy: 0.96
Positive predictive value: 0.67
Negative predictive value of 0.97
Threshold for alarm: 0.28
Near-live case study
5 patient cases
7 electrophysiologists
12.5 hrs video analysed using grounded theory



Feasibility of AI-tool in clinical practice?
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Does the AI-alarm Support Clinical Decision-Making?
• Change action
• Visualization
• Reduce time 

Overall feasibility
• Acceptability
• Adoption
• Demand
• Implementation
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Results
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Beyond accuracy: context dependencies
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Physician: The AI-tool’s prediction is something that 
might make me react a little more aggressively. If our 
patient schedule is fully booked, both today and 
tomorrow, and the day after tomorrow, but on Friday we 
have time. Then I kind of have to make a trade-off.



Workflow effects: delegation to technicians
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Physician: Physicians don’t bother to hear about it if it is 
below a certain percentage. You might well imagine that 
introducing this alarm will support handling low-risk 
transmissions 



Trust established in use
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Physician: Just like with all other new technology based 
on machine learning: the first two months I sit and read 
through to see what I have, but in month three, I will look 
at the output alone. Because - then I trust that it has 
pulled out what is appropriate, and then it starts saving 
me all the work I did in the beginning 



Human-AI collaboration: second opinion
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Physician: We have a lot of patients who suddenly have 
a lot of VT, and they are very interesting, because if you 
have some doubt about really stepping in – I could well 
imagine that you might want to lean on the algorithm’s 
advice
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Next steps
• Prospective study
• Activity & arrhythmia?



Activity as predictor
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SafeHeart project (Eurostars 2020-2023)
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Questions?
tariq@di.ku.dk

Workshop at CHI 2021: Realizing AI in healthcare: Challenges appearing in the wild
http://bit.ly/RealizingAIinHealthcareWS


